Complete solutions
for maritime data and
communications
The
best rates
for 4G LTE
in Europe

Full support,
from advice
and installation to
maintenance

Solutions that
meet your needs
today and
tomorrow

Complete solutions for maritime data
and communications
Dutch Marine Technology offers decades of experience in
communications, connectivity & internet, and passenger &
crew entertainment systems. Every environment and client
requirement is unique, so we develop tailor-made, flexible
solutions that meet your current situation and future needs,
at the most attractive rates, without unpleasant billing
surprises.
We have built up many years of knowledge and experience
in creating solutions specifically tailored to customers’ fleet
communication, capacity and coverage requirements. Our
customization includes design, monitoring and optimization of
hardware and WiFi networks to provide top performance and
maximum benefit for guests, crew, operations and IoT.

Why Dutch Marine Technology?
Single point of contact
+	
Full-service system integrator
+	
Everything from advice to delivery, installation and service
+	
Wherever you are, and whatever your specific needs, we are
happy to help. By matching our products, team and exceptional
service with in-depth, up-to-date knowledge of the maritime
industry, we find the right solution every time.
Do you have any challenges to discuss? Would you like to find
out how we can help you meet the communications and data
challenges of today and tomorrow?
Get in touch!

The best rates for 4G LTE in Europe…
and more!
+	Best pricing thanks to our high purchasing volumes – we pass the
savings on to you
+	Premium European provider with own network
+	Backup by a second reliable provider for optimum coverage and
uptime
+ Solutions tailored to fleet communication, capacity and coverage
needs
+	Customers can easily adjust bundles (upgrade or downgrade)
+ Fleet pooling: it is possible, for example, for five ships in a fleet to
share one bundle
+ Short term contracts: for example, we can enter into a contract for
just 4 months
+	No out-of-bundle billing surprises
+ Full integration with existing equipment
+ Optional satellite integration, preventing costly data roaming
+ Customization includes design, monitoring and optimization of
hardware & WiFi networks
+ Best performance and maximum benefit for guests, crew, operations
and IoT
+ Management, monitoring and maintenance support
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